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neo accessories
Introducing the ION Neo Shelter Jacket 2,5, the ION Ball
Slapper Shorts, the ION Ballistic Boots 4/3 and Shoes
2,5 and the ION Neo Squad Beanie 2,5.
The ION Neo Shelter Jacket 2,5 can be worn on the
Beach, on the Streets and even on the Water. If you are
not out on the water, you can wear the Neo Jacket on top
of your wetsuit, or just on the walk to your favorite bar.
Through an opening on the front side the harness hook can
still be used while wearing the jacket. Windsurf and Kite
Instructors appreciate this feature.
D_Fence Nylon Jersey is used for the outside. ION HotStuff material on the inside keeps you warm and cosy. Our
Team loves it!
Sizes: 48/S, 50/M, 52/L, 54/XL
Ever pulled a mean trick and landed hard on your family
jewels...? Then you gotta know the ball slapper. So here
is the new ION Ball Slapper Shorts with crotch protector
crash_padz. The crash_padz are removable for those with
balls of steel...
Completely made of BiPoli Jersey (100% antibacterial
Polypropylene), quick drying, super soft and warm inside,
robust outside surface, super stretch, snug ﬁt.
Sizes: 48/S, 50/M, 52/L, 54/XL
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Ballistic Boot 4/3

Ballistic Shoes 2,5

Our ION Ballistic Boots 4/3 and Shoes 2,5 are unique
on the market and for sure no normal booties as you know
them. With our new Aramid Protection Rubber Sole no
sea urchin, sharp coral reef or other sharp objects can cut
through anymore and cause painful injuries. Perfect stability and wearing comfort as well as outstanding barefoot
feeling is what you get. A super soft back part of the boot
with a ﬁnger loop will make it easy to get in and out.
Sizes: 35/4, 36/5, 37/6, 38-39/7, 40-41/8, 42/9, 43-44/10,
45-46/11, 47-48/12
The ION Neo Squad Beanie 2,5 is a super cool wind
and water proof neoprene beanie to keep your head warm
on the beach and also on the water. With the help of the
Loser_Leash you will no longer lose your beanie on the water. Just tie the elastic string loop to the zipper pull webbing
of your wetsuit, that’s it. The outside material is D_Fence
Nylon and on the inside HotStuff is used.
Sizes: S-M, L-XL
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